
Year 2  

Nouns: Session 4 

 

 

Name it  

Choosing a noun with care can help build up a better picture for the reader:  

A fish was swimming towards the man.  

A shark was swimming towards the man.  

A shark add more of an effect and creates tension, whereas a fish changes the picture. 

Look at the grid below  can you name the nouns and make them more specific?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now read the text below.  

Change the nouns to make them more particular.  

The girl who came from the planet, soon reached the town and found the street. The school was empty except for the 

boy who was climbing a tree in the playground. They made their way to the market and wandered past stalls selling fruit, 

vegetables, and sweets. They bought a fruit to eat  and wandered to the shop. Inside there were cages. In one, a dog 

sat watching them. In another, a cat lay asleep .  

Singular and plural riddles 

 

Below are three riddles, you must guess the noun that I am thinking of and write it in 

singular and plural.  

 

1. I am thinking of someone who steals.  

2. I am thinking of something found in the sky.  

3. I am thinking of a musical instrument with white and black keys.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

dog daisy 

cat Mercedes  

fish tiger 

animal Pug 

tree Mr Johnson  

flower shark 

car Siamese  

man oak 
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Now read the text below.  

Change the nouns to make them more particular.  

Answers Vary :  nouns highlighted below that need to be particular.  

The girl who came from the planet, soon reached the town and found the street. The school was empty except for the 

boy who was climbing a tree in the playground. They made their way to the market and wandered past stalls selling fruit, 

vegetables, and sweets. They bought a fruit to eat  and wandered to the shop. Inside there were cages. In one, a dog 

sat watching them. In another, a cat lay asleep .  

Singular and plural riddles 

 

Below are three riddles, you must guess the noun that I am thinking of and write it in 

singular and plural.  

 

1. I am thinking of someone who steals. Singular—thief, robber. Plural—thieves,  

robbers  

2. I am thinking of something found in the sky. Various answers: Singular—cloud, 

sun. Plural—clouds, suns  

3. I am thinking of a musical instrument with white and black keys. Singular—Piano : 

Plural: Pianos  

 

 

  

 

dog Pug  

cat Siamese  

fish shark  

animal tiger 

tree Oak  

flower daisy 

car Mercedes 

man Mr Johnson 


